An increasing number of studies point to the role of fronto-parietal brain 17 structures in mediating conscious sensory experience. While a majority of studies have been 18 performed in the visual modality, it is implicitly assumed that similar processes are involved 19 in different sensory modalities. However, the existence of supramodal neural processes 20 related to conscious perception has not been convincingly shown so far. In this study, we 21 aim to directly address this issue by investigating whether neural correlates of conscious 22 perception in one modality can predict conscious perception in a different modality. We 23 presented participants with successive blocks of near-threshold tasks involving tactile, visual 24 or auditory stimuli during the same magnetoencephalography (MEG) acquisition. Using 25 decoding analysis in the post-stimulus period between sensory modalities, we uncovered 26 supramodal spatio-temporal neural activity patterns predicting the presence of conscious 27 perception of the feeble stimulation. Interestingly, these supramodal patterns included late 28 activity in primary sensory regions not directly relevant to the task (e.g. neural activity in 29 visual cortex predicting conscious perception of auditory near-threshold stimulation). 
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While the brain can process an enormous amount of sensory information in parallel, 38 only some information can be consciously accessed, playing an important role in the way we 39 perceive and act in our surrounding environment. An outstanding goal in cognitive 40 neuroscience research is thus to understand the relationship between neurophysiological 41 processes and conscious experiences. Despite tremendous research efforts, however, the 42 precise brain dynamics that enable certain sensory information to be consciously accessed 43 remain unresolved. Nevertheless, progress has been made in research focusing on isolating 44 neural correlates of conscious perception (Crick and Koch, 2003) , in particular suggesting 45 that conscious perception -at least if operationalized as reportability (Dehaene and 46 Changeux, 2011) -of external stimuli crucially depends on the engagement of a widely 47 distributed brain network (Naghavi and Nyberg, 2005) . 48
To study neural processes underlying conscious perception, neuroscientists often 49 expose participants to near-threshold (NT) stimuli that are matched to their individual 50 perceptual thresholds (Foley and Legge, 1981; Dagenbach et al., 1989) . In NT experiments, 51
there is a trial-to-trial variability in which around 50% of the stimuli at NT-intensity are 52 consciously perceived. Because of the fixed intensity, the physical differences between 53 stimuli within the same modality can be excluded as a determining factor leading to 54 reportable sensation (Ruhnau et al., 2014) . However, despite numerous methods used to 55 investigate perceptual consciousness, most neuroscientific studies target a single sensory 56 modality. In the visual domain, it has been shown that reportable conscious experience is 57 present when primary visual cortical activity extends towards hierarchically downstream 58 brain areas (Lamme, 2006) , requiring the activation of frontoparietal regions in order to 59 become fully reportable (Dehaene et al., 2006) . Nevertheless, a recent MEG study using a 60 visual masking task revealed early activity in primary visual cortices as the best predictor for 61 conscious perception (Andersen et al., 2016) . Other studies have shown that neural 62 correlates of auditory consciousness relate to the activation of fronto-temporal rather than 63 fronto-parietal networks (Brancucci et al., 2014; Joos et al., 2014) . Additionally, recurrent 64 5 white dot in a grey central circle at the center of the screen throughout the whole experiment 145 to minimize eye movements. 146
In three different training sessions prior to the main experiment, participants' 147 individual perceptual thresholds (tactile, auditory and visual) were determined in the shielded 148 room using a 1-up/1-down staircase procedure. Two randomly interleaved staircases (one 149 up-and one downward) were used with fixed step sizes. A short training run with 20 trials 150 was conducted to ensure that participants had understood the task and to control the 151 accuracy of the threshold measurement. 152
The main experiment consisted of a detection task ( Figure 1A ). At the beginning of 153 each run, participants were told that on each trial a weak stimulus (tactile, auditory or visual 154 depending on the run) could be presented at random time intervals. 500 ms after the target 155 stimulus onset, participants were prompted to indicate whether they had felt the stimulus 156
with an on-screen question mark (maximal response time: 2 s). Responses were given using 157 MEG-compatible response boxes with the right index finger and the middle finger. Trials 158 were then classified into hits (detected) and misses (undetected stimulus) according to the 159 participants' answers. Trials with no response were rejected. Catch (above perceptual 160 threshold stimulation intensity) and Sham (absent stimulation) trials were used to control 161 false alarms and correct rejection rates across the experiment. Overall, there were 9 runs 162 with 100 trials each (in total 300 trials for each sensory modality). Each trial started with a 163 variable inter-stimulus interval (1.3-1.8 s, randomly-distributed) followed by an experimental 164 Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997) . 168
169
MEG data acquisition and preprocessing 170
MEG was recorded at a sampling rate of 1kHz using a 306-channel (204 first order 171 planar gradiometers, 102 magnetometers) VectorView MEG system (Elekta-Neuromag Ltd., 172
Helsinki, Finland) in a magnetically shielded room (AK3B, Vakuumschmelze, Hanau, 173 Germany). Before the experiment, individual head shapes were acquired for each participant 174 including fiducials (nasion, pre-auricular points) and around 300 digitized points on the scalp 175 with a Polhemus Fastrak digitizer (Polhemus, Vermont, USA). Head positions of the 176 individual relative to the MEG sensors were continuously controlled within a run using five 177 coils. Head movements did not exceed 1 cm within and between blocks. 178 Data were analyzed using the Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2010 ) and the 179
CoSMoMVPA toolbox in combination with MATLAB 8.5 (MathWorks 180 Natick, MA). First, a high-pass filter at 1 Hz (6th order Butterworth IIR) was applied to the 181 6 continuous data. Then the data were segmented from 1000 ms before to 1000 ms after 182 target stimulation onset and down-sampled to 512 Hz. Trials containing physiological or 183 acquisition artifacts were rejected. A semi-automatic artifact detection routine identified 184 statistical outliers of trials and channels in the datasets using a set of different summary 185 statistics (variance, maximum absolute amplitude, maximum z-value). These trials and 186 channels were removed from each dataset. Finally, the data were visually inspected and any 187 remaining trials and channels with artifacts were removed manually. Across subjects, an 188 average of 5 channels (± 2 SD) and 8% of trials (± 2.2% SD) were rejected. Bad channels 189
were excluded from the whole data set. Finally, in all further analyses and within each 190 sensory modality for each subject, an equal number of detected and undetected trials was 191 randomly selected to prevent any bias across conditions (Gross et al., 2013) . 192
193
Source analyses 194
Neural activity evoked by stimulus onset was investigated by computing event-related 195 fields (ERF). For all source-level analyses, the preprocessed data was 30Hz lowpass-filtered 196 and projected to source-level using an LCMV beamformer analysis (Veen et al., 1997) . network between sensory modality is activated during the near-threshold detection task. We 224 defined two classes for the decoding related to the task behavioral outcome (detected (Hit), 225 undetected (Miss)). For decoding within the same sensory modality, single trial source data 226
were randomly assigned to one of two chunks (half of the original data). Data were classified 227 using a 2-fold cross-validation procedure, where a Bayes-Naive classifier predicted trial 228 conditions in one chunk after training on data from the other chunk. For decoding between 229 different sensory modality, single trial source data of one modality were assigned to one 230 testing chunk and the trials from other modalities were assigned to the training chunk. The 231 number of target categories (e.g. detected / undetected) was balanced in each training 232 partition. Training and testing partitions always contained different sets of data. A 233 'searchlight' analysis defined on each time step and spatial neighborhood structure (source 234 space: 3 cm radius on a 1.5 cm resolution MNI-template grid) provided information about the 235 spatio-temporal loci of classification accuracy. The temporal generalization method was 236 used to explore the ability of each classifier across different time points in the training set to 237 generalize to every time point in the testing set . We generated 238 temporal generalization matrices of task decoding accuracy (detected/undetected), mapping 239 the time at which the classifier was trained against the time it was tested. Generalization of 240 decoding accuracy over time was calculated for all trials and systematically depended on a 241 specific between or within sensory modality decoding. This resulted in a 3x3 design of 242 generalization matrices crossing the factors training/testing and the three sensory modalities. 243
The reported average accuracy of the classifier for each time point and brain region 244 corresponds to the group average of individual effect-size: the ability of classifiers to 245 discriminate 'detected' from 'undetected' trials. We used classification analysis to investigate 246 and robustly identify significant effects across time and brain regions for different sensory 247
modalities. 248 249
Statistical analysis 250
Detection rates for the experimental trials were statistically compared to those from 251 the catch and sham trials, using a dependent-samples T-Test. Concerning the MEG data, 252 the main statistical contrast was between trials in which participants reported a stimulus 253 detection and trials in which they did not (detected vs. undetected). 254 8
The evoked response at the source level was tested at the group level for each of the 255 sensory modalities. To eliminate polarity, statistics were computed on the absolute values of 256 source-level event-related responses. Based on the global average of all grid points, we first 257 identified relevant time periods with maximal difference between conditions (detected vs. 258 undetected) by performing group analysis with sequential dependent T-tests between 0 and 259 600 ms after stimulus onset using a sliding window of 30 ms without overlap. P-values were 260 corrected for multiple comparison using Bonferroni correction. Then, in order to derive the 261 contributing spatial generators of this effect, the conditions 'detected' and 'undetected' were 262 contrasted for the specific time periods with group statistical analysis using nonparametric 263
cluster-based permutation tests with Monte Carlo randomization across grid points 264 controlling for multiple comparisons (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) . 265
The multivariate searchlight analysis results discriminating between conditions were 266 tested at the group level by comparing the resulting individual accuracy maps against 267 chance level (50%) using a non-parametric approach implemented in CoSMoMVPA 268 generalization data were thresholded using a mask with only z-score>3.1 (or p corrected <0.001) 273 (see Figure 3A) , that is, only 10 out of 10,000 random permutations reached the actual 274 classification accuracies obtained from correctly labeled data. Time points exceeding this 275 threshold were identified and reported for each training data time course to visualize how 276 long time generalization was significant over testing data (see Figure 3B ). For visualization 277 purposes, source maps for average decoding accuracy on an inflated brain surface were 278 thresholded to show only grid points with 10% maximum decoding accuracy ( Figure 4A 
Results
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Behavior 292 Across all participants (N = 16), detection rates for NT experimental trials were: 55% 293 (SD: 8%) for tactile runs, 50% (SD: 11%) for auditory runs and 56% (SD: 12%) for visual 294 runs. The detection rates for the catch trials were 96% (SD: 5%) for tactile runs, 92% (SD: 295 11%) for auditory runs and 90% (SD: 12%) for visual runs. The mean false alarm rates in 296 sham trials were 4% (SD: 7%) for tactile runs, 4% (SD: 4%) for auditory runs and 4% (SD: 297 4%) for visual runs ( Figure 1B 
Decoding and multivariate searchlight analysis across time 378
We investigated the generalization of brain activation over time within and between 379 the different sensory modalities. To this end, we performed a spatio-temporal multivariate 380 analysis of reconstructed brain source activity. Time generalization analysis presented as a 381 time-by-time matrix between 0 and 500 ms after stimulus onset shows significant decoding 382 accuracy for each condition ( Figure 3A) . As can be seen on the black cells located on the 383 diagonal in Figure 3A , cross-validation decoding was performed within the same sensory 384 modality. However, off-diagonal red cells of Figure 3A represent decoding analysis between 385 different sensory modality. Inside each cell, data reported along the diagonal (dashed line) 386 reveal average classifiers accuracy for a specific time point used for the training and testing 387 procedure, whereas off-diagonal data reveal a potential classifier ability to generalize 388 decoding based on different training and testing time points procedure. Indeed, we observed 389 the ability of the same classifier trained on a specific time point to generalize its decoding 390 performance over several time points (see off-diagonal significant decoding inside each cell 391 of Figure 3A) . In order to appreciate this result, we computed the average duration of 392 significant decoding on testing time points based on the different training time points (Figure  393 3B). On average, within the same modalities decoding, the maximum time generalization 394 was found at around 300 ms and we observed maximum classifiers accuracy after this time 395 point (see Figure 3B -top panel) . 396
Early differences specific to the tactile modality have been grasped by the 397 classification analysis by showing high decoding accuracy already at around 90 ms without 398 strong time generalization for this sensory modality, where auditory and visual conditions 399 show only significant decoding starting around 200 ms after stimulus onset. Such an early 400 dynamic specific to the tactile modality could explain off-diagonal accuracy for all between 401 modalities decoding where the tactile modality was involved ( Figure 3A) . Interestingly, time 402 generalization concerning between sensory modality decoding (red cells in Figure 3A ) 403 started later (after 150 ms) compared to within sensory modality decoding, and presented 404 maximal generalization at around 400 ms (see Figure 3B - 
Decoding and multivariate searchlight analysis across space 442
Restricted to the respective significant time clusters (Figure 3A) , we investigated the 443 underlying brain sources resulting from the searchlight analysis within and between 444 conditions ( Figure 4A ). The decoding within the same sensory modality revealed strong 445 primary sensory cortex involvement for each specific modality condition (see Figure 4A ; 446 brain plots on diagonal). For auditory and tactile conditions, the occipital and parietal lobes 447 were involved, respectively, in addition to the putatively task-relevant primary sensory 448 cortices. However, decoding between different sensory modalities restricted to late 449 significant time-clusters revealed fronto-parietal brain regions in addition to diverse primary 450 sensory regions (see Figure 4A ; brain plots off diagonal). 451 Similar regional brain activity was used by the classifiers for all direct symmetrical 452 decoding analyses, for instance with auditory training and a visual testing dataset, and vice 453 versa (all symmetrical cells around the diagonal of Figure 4A ). The intersection of brain 454 regions for the three symmetrical situations of between-sensory decoding revealed common 455 network localization independent of a specific sensory modality condition ( Figure 4B ). This 456 result highlights a brain network that includes frontal and parietal regions, such as inferior 457 frontal and parietal gyrus, but also primary sensory areas related to the task and deep brain 458 structure such as the insula and cingulate cortex (see Table 1 ). By using a parcellation atlas 459 Figure 3A Figure 4B and sorted according to the network relevant specific network labels (see Table 1 ). Primary sensory systems (red bars) significant decoding appears 512 to be later than other networks (blue bars). here is the first study, to our knowledge, to provide direct evidence of common 522 electrophysiological correlates of conscious access across sensory modalities by exploiting 523 the advantages of searchlight multivariate analysis decoding with MEG source 524 reconstruction. 525
Our first results suggest significant temporal and spatial differences when a univariate 526 contrast between 'detected' and 'undetected' trials was used to investigate sensory-specific 527 evoked responses. At the source level, the global group average activity revealed different 528 significant time periods according to the sensory modality targeted where modulations of 529 evoked responses related to detected trials can be observed (Figure 2A first analysis can hardly identify common dynamics and network involvement across sensory 548 modality. Interestingly, multivariate decoding analysis was used to refine spatio-temporal 549 similarity across these different sensory systems. 550
Stability and timing differences of brain activity related to conscious perception 551 across sensory systems have been explored with the time generalization analysis. The 552 presence of similar brain activity can be revealed between modalities using such a 553 technique, even if significant ERF modulation is distributed over time. As expected, tactile 554 diagonal decoding presents significant classification accuracy already around 100 ms after 555 stimulus onset, whereas auditory and visual modalities start to show significant decoding 556 later in time. These results are visible in the cross-validation analysis (diagonal cells of 557 Figure 3A) . Moreover, between-modality time-generalization analysis involving tactile runs 558
show off-diagonal significant decoding ( Figure 3A) . This result suggests the existence of 559 early but similar brain activity patterns related to conscious perception in the tactile domain 560 compared to auditory and visual modalities. Generally, decoding results revealed a 561 significant time cluster after 300 ms with high classifier accuracy that speaks in favor of a 562 late neural response related to conscious report. Note that, as seen also in multiple other 563 studies using decoding (Tucciarelli et results are restricted to highly significant effects (P corrected <0.001; see Methods section) and 567
to the intersection of all significant effects between sensory modalities decoding ( Figure 4B ). 568
Indeed, we observed the ability of the same classifier trained on specific time points 569 with a specific sensory modality condition to generalize its decoding performance over 570 several time points with the same or another sensory modality. This result speaks in favor of 571 supramodal brain activity patterns that are consistent and stable over time. In addition, the 572 searchlight analysis across brain regions highlighted a common brain network activation 573 during these significant time-generalization clusters. The MVPA searchlight results 574 suggested a common and stable late brain activation related to conscious perception report 575 with strong similarity across all sensory systems tested. have been previously found to be activated by attention-demanding cognitive tasks (Menon 584 and Uddin, 2010). We would like to emphasize that one cannot conclude from our study that 585 the observed supramodal network is exclusively devoted to conscious report. Brain networks 586 identified in this study share common brain regions and dynamics with the attentional and 587
